
My Wife Is A Secret Assassin

Chapter 34: Tragedy

At 5:15 pm, Samantha's target is supposed to take the Dias for a presentation and the
target has a habit of drinking water in between her presentation.

Samantha planned to mix a medicine in her water bottle which ensures any person who
eats that medicine mixed with water will immediately have a cardiac arrest and this
medicine cannot be deducted in the dead body during the autopsy.

This is a very specially created medicine which is illegal. But this medicine can be
detected if the water bottles the lady drank water from is tested as it can be confirmed
that the water is not pure and it was tampered with.

So, Samantha already planned a way to mix that medicine in the lady's water bottle
and then to get rid of that bottle when no one is paying attention.

To execute this plan, she is supposed to be in the conference room and anyone who
knows her should not be around her or else it would be difficult for her to execute this
plan and then she would have to kill that woman at some other time with a new plan.
Her Plan B was ready too, so, Samantha was not that worried and relaxed as right now
she is only supposed to wait for 5 pm.

After a few minutes, the half empty conference hall was completely filled and the
presentations were about to start.

So, Chance turned off his laptop and paid his attention to the upcoming presentations.

The presentations started and the bright lights in the conference room were dimmed,
everyone paid attention to the stage where a woman introduced herself and started her
presentation.

Samantha was able to pay attention for the first few minutes, but after a point she was
saturated and found the presentation boring, then she glanced at her surroundings only
to see everyone paying utmost heed to the woman talking, some were even nodding
their heads in understanding.

Samantha thanked her stars for being an assassin as she realized corporate life is
something she would have had definitely loathed.
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When Bill gave her a chance to select any fake profession to cover up her real one, she
went through a list of professions and she finally chose to be a florist as there is
nothing much for her to do in this particular profession.

As a child, she always loved flowers and therefore she was onboard with the idea of
having a profession around it.

Bill was initially a bit reluctant as Samantha holds a bachelor degree in engineering
and was supposed to opt for masters in engineering when a tragedy fell upon their
family, disrupting their peaceful life and she ended up being an assassin instead of
being a professor as that was what she always wanted to do.

Bill hoped she would be a professor and would use it as a fake profession to show the
world but Samantha was not ready to do so as the reason, she wanted to be a professor
was lost in the tragedy that was bestowed upon them.
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